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Abstract
Purpose. To identify facilitators and barriers among persons with first-ever stroke discharged to the home in the first 3
months post-stroke by means of ICF categories.
Method. Stroke survivors were interviewed using semi-structured questions based on the ICF categories of Environmental
factors of the Comprehensive ICF Core Set for Stroke (extended version) at 6 weeks and at 3 months post-stroke.
Results. The study sample exists of 67 stroke survivors with an average age of 71 years (51% women). Eleven environmental
factors from the ICF chapters ‘support and relationship’, ‘products and technology’ and ‘services, systems and policies’ were
experienced to be facilitators and only ‘physical geography’ was experienced as a barrier by 50% or more of the participants
in the study.
Conclusions. It was possible to document facilitators and barriers among stroke survivors in a structured way using ICF
categories. The high number of experienced facilitators gives an idea of how well stroke care functions in Sweden. There is a
great need for further studies examining environmental factors in the post-stroke phase.
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Introduction
The sudden onset of disability following a stroke
constitutes a major disruption to the continuity of a
person’s life experience [1]. Traditionally, most interventions focus on functional recovery and often do
not consider the need for a return to life in the community and the ability to participate in life in a
fulfilling way [2]. Because disability is viewed today in
terms of the interaction between the individual and
the environment [3–5], knowledge of environmental
factors as facilitators or barriers is necessary to
decelerate the disability creation process and accelerate the rehabilitation of patients. However, there is
still little emphasis on the environment as a domain
of intervention [6]. Studies with environmental
objectives usually examine the impact of particular

environmental factors. For example, it has been
shown that the use of assistive devices has a strong
impact on stroke survivors’ daily activities [7,8].
Another example is the widely accepted but less
studied impact of social support, which facilitates
stroke outcome [9,10]. The best documented environmental factor in the context of stroke is possibly
stroke unit care as a type of health care service [11].
There are a few measures for evaluating several aspects of the environment and not only single environmental factors. The Quality of the Environment
(MQE) [6], the Craig Hospital Inventory of Environmental Factors (CHIEF) [12] and the Facilitators
and Barriers Survey (FABS) [13] were developed to
assess facilitators and barriers in people with a
disability, particularly stroke. The measures comprise up to six environmental domains comparable
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Facilitators and barriers in the post-stroke phase
with the five chapters of environmental factors in the
International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) [4]: (1) products and technology; (2) natural environment and human made
changes to environment; (3) support and relationships; (4) attitudes and (5) services, systems and
policies. These five chapters are also represented in
the extended version of the Comprehensive ICF
Core Set for Stroke, which includes 37 environmental factors. The Comprehensive ICF Core Set for
Stroke was developed to guide multidisciplinary
assessments in patients with chronic stroke [14].
The extended version was amended with categories
from the Core Set for patients with neurological
conditions in acute hospital and early post-acute
rehabilitation facilities [15,16]. As the natural pattern
of recovery after stroke shows the greatest changes in
the first 3 months [17,18], knowledge about possible
facilitators and barriers in this early period might
contribute to making the recovery process more effective and preventing the disability creation process.
However, neither the three measures named above
nor any others have been used to investigate facilitators
and barriers in the early phase after acute stroke. As the
ICF Core Set for Stroke was complemented with
categories for the hospital period and early rehabilitation, it might be a good tool for examining the environmental influence of stroke survivors in this early phase.
The aim of this study was to identify facilitators
and barriers among stroke survivors in the first 3
months after stroke by means of the environmental
part of the Comprehensive ICF Core Set for Stroke
(extended version). The specific aims were: (1) to
document perceived facilitators and barriers among
stroke survivors at 6 weeks and 3 months after stroke
onset with ICF categories; and (2) to describe
differences in environmental factors between persons
who were discharged to the home at 6 weeks and
persons who were discharged later than 6 weeks but
within 3 months after stroke onset.

Methods
Participants
The study sample consisted of 67 patients from four
stroke units at Sahlgrenska University Hospital,
Göteborg. Patients were recruited from February to
July 2006 with the inclusion criteria of a diagnosis of
first-ever stroke (ICD-10 codes I60–I67), age of at
least 18 years and ability to give informed consent.
Patients with severe speech problems or cognitive
impairment were excluded. Stroke was clinically
determined by specialists at the stroke units according to the World Health Organization (WHO) criteria
[19] and confirmed by computed tomography (CT).
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Variables
The appraisal of facilitators and barriers was carried
out with the environmental part of the extended
version of the Comprehensive ICF Core Set for
Stroke. The Comprehensive ICF Core Set is a list of
ICF categories that are assumed to be of importance
in most of stroke survivors [14]. It was amended with
categories from the Core Set for patients with
neurological conditions in the acute hospital and in
early post-acute rehabilitation facilities [15,16] in the
scope of the international WHO Collaboration
Project to validate ICF Core Sets [20]. This
extended version of the Core Set comprises 166
ICF categories of which 37 are environmental
categories. Eight categories belong to the chapter
‘products and technology’, three categories to
‘natural environment and human-made changes to
environment’, seven categories to ‘support and
relationships’, nine categories to ‘attitudes’ and 10
categories to ‘services, systems and policies’. The
qualifier scale proposed by the WHO [5] was used to
evaluate the extent of facilitators or barriers in the
person’s environment. The proposed scale has nine
response categories ranging from 74 to þ4: a mild/
moderate/severe/complete barrier (71 to 74), a
mild/moderate/substantial/complete facilitator (1 to
4), or no influence (0) on the patient’s life. A further
two response options are available: ‘8 – not specified’
and ‘9 – not applicable’. The latter are used when a
category is not applicable in a determinate patient or
situation. For example, if an individual has no
friends, the category ‘e320 friends’ is not applicable.
Response option ‘8 – not specified’ is used when
available information does not suffice to quantify the
severity of the problem and/or is ambiguous (e.g. in
interviews with participants with slight communication problems).
The modified Rankin Scale (mRS) was used to
assess disability/stroke severity. The mRS is a
commonly used scale (ranging from ‘0 ¼ no symptoms at all’ to ‘6 ¼ dead’) to describe disability in
stroke survivors [21]. The intra-reliability of mRS is
good, with a kappa above 0.80 [22].
Overall health-related quality of life (HRQoL) was
measured using the visual analogue scale (VAS) from
the Euroqol-5D (EQ-5D), ranging from ‘0 ¼ worst
imaginable health state’ to ‘100 ¼ best imaginable
health state’ [23,24].

Data collection procedures
A contact person (nurse/physiotherapist) working at
each stroke unit informed the research assistant
about new admissions on a weekly basis. Eligible
stroke patients were seen for recruitment within the
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first week after admission (T0). Patients were
provided with a written description of the study,
and in the case of participation, written informed
consent was obtained. Demographic information,
overall HRQoL and stroke severity (mRS), as well as
subtype and side of stroke (both determined by a
stroke specialist), were recorded. Participants were
followed up at 6 weeks (T1) and 3 months (T2) poststroke, either at home or in the hospital. They were
interviewed using semi-structured questions based
on the environmental part of the extended version of
the Comprehensive ICF Core Set for Stroke. All
interviews were conducted by the same research
assistant who is trained in the scope of the international WHO Collaboration Project to validate ICF
Core Sets [20]. Semi-structured questions were for
example as follows: What do you think about the
general social support services? How do your family
and friends handle the new situation; are you getting
help? How do you experience the rehabilitation
services? How do you experience your housing
situation; have any adaptations been made? Are you
able to go outside and meet other people? The last
question was: Is there anything that helps or hinders
you that you have not yet mentioned? If anything was
mentioned as a facilitator or a barrier, the participants were asked the magnitude (mild/moderate/
substantial/complete) to which it was a facilitator
or a hinder. In addition to the semi-structured
questions, participants were asked to grade their
health status on the VAS of the EQ-5D at each
interview.
The study was approved by the ethics committee
of Göteborg University.

alpha levels of 5%. Statistical analyses were made
with SPSS (Version 13.0).

Results
Description of the participants
All of the 67 participants (51% women) were
discharged to the home within 3 months of stroke
onset. Forty-nine (73%) of the 67 participants were
already at home 6 weeks after stroke onset and are
called early home (EH) participants (51% women).
The 18 (27%) participants who were discharged later
are called late home (LH) participants (50% women).
The participants had an average age of 71 years;
women were significantly older than men. The main
cause of stroke was cerebral infarction (84%). At
admission, the participants had an average mRS
score of 3 (range 1–5); at 6 weeks and 3 months, the
participants scored an average of 2. LH participants
scored significantly higher than EH participants at all
time points. At 3 months, women scored significantly higher than men. The overall HRQoL of the
participants had mainly increased between admission
and 6 weeks after stroke onset, from 58 to 69 (range
0–100). LH participants had a significantly lower
HRQoL than EH participants at 6 weeks, and
women had a significantly lower HRQoL than men
at 3 months. The baseline characteristics and diagnoses in the study sample are shown in Table I,
stratified by sex and discharge group (EH and LH
participants).

Environmental factors
Data analysis
As the aim of this study was to identify the presence
or absence of facilitators and barriers (not the
extent), the degrees of the qualifier scale were
reduced to categorical data as follows: qualifiers 1
to 4 were recoded to 1 (facilitator), qualifiers 71 to
74 were recoded to 71 (barrier), the response
option ‘8 – not specified’ was handled as a missing,
and qualifiers 0 (neither/nor) and 9 (not applicable)
were maintained. Univariate statistics were used to
describe the sample characteristics and examine the
frequency of facilitators and barriers. When the variables were not normally distributed (KolmogorovSmirnov test [25]), medians are reported. To
investigate differences in subgroups, the t-test (or
in the case they were not normally distributed, the
U-test) was used for continuous variables and the
Chi-square test was used for proportions. The Sign
test was used to investigate changes between the T1
and T2. All tests were carried out two-sided at local

The stated facilitators and barriers of half or more of
the participants were able to be documented with 11
ICF categories as facilitators and one category as a
barrier. Family, as well as friends, colleagues and
neighbours, were facilitators for almost all participants, as were medications (included in e110 –
products and substances for personal consumption).
The feature of land forms such as hills (including in
e210 – physical geography) was the one barrier that
was a hinder in half of the participants. Otherwise,
only individual people perceived medicine (e110),
assistive devices such as walking frame or wheelchair
(e120), extended family (e315), health professionals
(e355) and health services, systems and policies
(e580) as barriers. The barrier of physical geography
was significantly more common at 3 months than at
6 weeks, whereas the individual attitudes of health
professionals were perceived significantly less often
as being facilitators at 3 months than they were at
6 weeks.

Facilitators and barriers in the post-stroke phase
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Table I. Baseline characteristics of the study participants.
Sex

Age, mean (min–max)
Diagnose ICD 10
I61
I63
I64
Others (I67)
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Localisation
Left
Right
Ambilateral
Central
Unspecified

Discharge group

Men (n ¼ 33)

Women (n ¼ 34)

EH (n ¼ 49)

LH (n ¼ 18)

Total (N ¼ 67)

67 (35–85)

75.7 (26–94)*

71.8 (26–94)

70.4 (45–88)

71.4 (26–94)

15.2
78.8
6.1
–

5.9
88.2
–
5.9

10.2
81.6
4.1
4.1

11.1
88.9
–
–

10.4
83.6
3.0
3.0

36.4
27.3
3
12.1
21.2

38.2
17.6
5.9
8.8
29.4

34.7
26.5
6.1
6.1
26.5

44.4
11.1
–
22.2
22.2

37.3
22.4
4.5
10.4
25.4

53 (20–100)
71 (40–95)
68 (30–95)*

60 (20–100)
74 (40–95)
73 (40–100)

56 (20–85)
60 (30–85)*
69 (30–85)

58 (15–100)
69 (30–95)
71 (30–100)

3 (1–5)
2 (1–4)
2 (0–4){

3 (1–4)
2 (0–4)
2 (0–4)

4 (3–5){{
3 (2–4){{
3 (2–4){

3 (1–5)
2 (0–4)
2 (0–4)

Overall HRQoL, mean (min–max)
T0
64 (20–100)
T1
73 (30–95)
T2
77 (40–100)
Rankin Scale, median (min–max)
T0
3 (1–5)
T1
2 (0–4)
T2
1 (0–4)

EH, early home participants; LH, late home participants.
*p 5 0.05, **p 5 0.001 (t-test); {p 5 0.05, {{p 5 0.001 (U-test).

At 6 weeks, it was significantly more common for
LH participants to indicate assistive devices for
mobility (e120), and health professionals and their
attitudes (e355 and e450) as facilitators than EH
participants. There were no significant differences at
3 months. The most frequent facilitators and barriers
at 6 weeks and at 3 months are shown in Table II,
stratified by discharge groups – EH and LH
participants.

Discussion
In this study, we identified frequent facilitators and
barriers indicated by stroke survivors at 6 weeks and
3 months after stroke onset and documented them
with ICF categories. Overall, half or more of the
participants perceived 11 ICF categories as facilitators (mainly family and friends, but also social
security and health services). The hilly physical
geography was the only category that was perceived
by about half of the participants as a barrier.
Otherwise, only individual people perceived the
frequent facilitators as barriers. Physical geography
was more commonly mentioned as a barrier, whereas
the attitudes of health professionals were stated less
commonly as a facilitator at 3 months than at 6
weeks. One specific aim of this study was to
investigate environmental differences as stated by
the EH and LH participants. It could be seen that

statements concerning facilitators and barriers were
influenced by the different situations of the EH and
LH participants. At 6 weeks, the LH participants
were still in hospital and named more often than EH
participants (who were already discharged to the
home), health professionals and services as facilitators. Likewise, the LH participants (who were
more disabled than the EH participants) stated more
often assistive devices as facilitators.
By using ICF categories, it was possible to
document the 11 facilitators and the one barrier in
a structured way. The extent to which a category was
a facilitator or a hinder was not examined.
The participants in our study spoke mainly of
facilitators. They perceived the provided medicine
and, if necessary, walking devices, wheelchairs or
other assistive products for personal use in daily
living primarily as being facilitators. Furthermore,
they described family, friends and health professionals, and health professionals’ attitudes to be
supportive. They also stated that, in their situation as
stroke patients, health and social services had
functioned well up to the time at which they were
interviewed. These overall positive statements may
be surprising but might be explained by our having
included only patients from stroke units. Organised
inpatient (stroke unit) care in Sweden emphasises the
European Stroke Strategies, which have a minimum
of seven criteria, among them a dedicated team with
a stroke physician, trained nurses, physiotherapists
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Table II. Frequent facilitators and barriers in ICF terms at 6 weeks and 3 months after stroke onset.
At 6 weeks

ICF code

ICF category title
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Chapter 1 Products and technology
e110
Products or substances
for personal
consumption
e120
Products and technology
for personal indoor and
outdoor mobility and
transportation
e125
Products and technology
for communication

Facilitator
Neither/nor
Barrier
Facilitator
Neither/nor
Barrier
Not applicable
Facilitator
Neither/nor
Not applicable

EH (n ¼ 49)

LH (n ¼ 18)

44 (89.8)
5 (10.2)
–
21 (42.9)
1 (2)
–
27 (55.1)
31 (70.5)
12 (27.3)
1 (2.3)

17 (94.4)
–
1 (5.6)
13 (72.2)*
2 (11.1)
–
3 (16.7)
9 (52.9)*
4 (23.5)
4 (23.5)

Chapter 2 Natural environment and human-made changes to environment
e210
Physical geography
Neither/nor
27 (55.1)
5 (27.8)
Barrier
21 (42.9)
5 (27.8)**
Not applicable
1 (2)
8 (44.4)
Chapter 3 Support and relationships
e310
Immediate family

e315

Extended family

e320

Friends

e325

Acquaintances, peers,
colleagues, neighbours
and community
members
Health professionals

e355

Chapter 4 Attitudes
e450
Individual attitudes of
health professionals

At 3 months
Total (n ¼ 67)

61
5
1
34
3
30
40
16
5

(91)
(7.5)
(1.5)
(50.7)
(4.5)
–
(44.8)
(65.6)
(26.2)
(8.2)

EH

44
3
1
25
1
22
12
6
1

(91.7)
(6.3)
(2.1)
(52.1)
–
(2.1)
(45.8)
(63.2)
(31.6)
(5.3)

LH

Total

17 (94.4)
1 (5.6)
–
14 (77.8)
–
–
4 (22.2)
6 (50)
4 (33.3)
2 (16.7)

61
4
1
39
1
26
18
10
3

(92.4)
(6.1)
(1.5)
(59.1)
–
(1.5)
(39.4)
(58.1)
(32.2)
(9.7)

32 (47.8)
26 (38.8)
9 (13.4)

25 (51)
24 (49)
–

6 (33.3)
11 (61.1)
1 (5.6)

31 (46.3)
35 (52.2){
1 (1.5)

Facilitator
Neither/nor
Not applicable
Facilitator
Neither/nor
Barrier
Not applicable
Facilitator
Neither/nor
Not applicable
Facilitator
Neither/nor
Not applicable

47 (95.9)
2 (4.1)
–
45 (91.8)
1 (2)
–
3 (6.1)
42 (85.7)
3 (6.1)
4 (8.2)
42 (85.7)
3 (6.1)
4 (8.2)

17 (94.4)
1 (5.6)
–
17 (94.4)
–
1 (5.6)
–
14 (93.3)
–
1 (6.7)
14 (93.3)
–
1 (6.7)

64 (95.5)
3 (4.5)
–
62 (92.5)
1 (1.5)
1 (1.5)
3 (4.5)
56 (87.5)
3 (4.7)
5 (7.8)
56 (87.5)
3 (4.7)
5 (7.8)

48 (98)
–
1 (2)
46 (93.9)
–
–
3 (6.1)
41 (83.7)
–
8 (16.3)
42 (85.7)
–
7 (14.3)

18 (100)
–
–
15 (83.3)
1 (5.6)
1 (5.6)
1 (5.6)
14 (77.8)
1 (5.6)
3 (16.7)
14 (77.8)
1 (5.6)
3 (16.7)

66 (98.5)
–
1 (1.5)
61 (91)
1 (1.5)
1 (1.5)
4 (6)
55 (82.1)
1 (1.5)
11 (16.4)
56 (83.6)
1 (1.5)
10 (14.9)

Facilitator
Neither/nor
Barrier
Not applicable

29 (60.4)
1 (2.1)
–
18 (37.5)

18 (100)*
–
–
–

47 (71.2)
1 (1.5)
–
18 (27.3)

22
1
2
24

14 (77.8)
–
–
4 (22.2)

36
1
2
28

Facilitator
Neither/nor
Not applicable

18 (50)
–
18 (50)

16 (100)**
–
–

34 (65.4)
–
18 (34.6)

9 (26.5)
1 (2.9)
24 (70.6)

21
15
6
48
1
35
8
3

8 (53.3)*
–
7 (46.7)
18 (100)
–
18 (100)
–
–

29
15
13
66
1
53
8
3

24
6
8
46
2
35
10
1

Chapter 5 Services, systems and policies
e540
Transportation services,
Facilitator
systems and policies
Neither/nor
Not applicable
e570
Social security services,
Facilitator
systems and policies
Neither/nor
e580
Health services, systems
Facilitator
and policies
Neither/nor
Barrier

(50)
(35.7)
(14.3)
(98)
(2)
(76.1)
(17.4)
(6.5)

(50.9)
(26.3)
(22.8)
(98.5)
(1.5)
(82.8)
(12.5)
(4.7)

(44.9)
(2)
(4.1)
(49)

(63.2)
(15.8)
(21.1)
(95.8)
(4.2)
(76.1)
(21.7)
(2.2)

2 (50)
–
2 (50)
14 (93.3)
–
1 (6.7)
17 (94.4)
1 (5.6)
16 (94.1)
1 (5.9)
–

(53.7)
(1.5)
(3)
(41.8)

11 (28.9){
1 (2.6)
26 (68.4)
38
6
9
63
3
51
11
1

(71.7)
(11.3)
(17)
(95.5)
(4.5)
(81)
(17.5)
(1.5)

All values given indicate n (%).
EH, early home participants; LH, late home participants.
*p 5 0.05, **p 5 0.001 (w2-test); {p 5 0.05 (Sign-test).

and speech and occupational therapists, early mobilisation, weekly multidisciplinary team meetings with
the patient and continuing education for staff,
patients, families and carers [26]. There is sufficient
evidence for the benefit of stroke units as compared
with care at a general ward [11]. Furthermore, the
Swedish National Institute of Health and Welfare

continuously updates its guidelines for national
stroke care to ensure quality [27]. These efforts
seem to be successful. However, at 3 months, fewer
participants stated that health professionals and the
system as being facilitators, and individual people
even perceived health professionals and the health
care system as being a barrier. An explanation here
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might be that, at 3 months, all participants had been
discharged from a specialised stroke ward, and the
community care service was responsible for their
subsequent care. This might indicate that there is
less well functioning care for stroke survivors in the
community, perhaps as a result of less specialisation
and a deficit in information transfer.
Eleven facilitators were identified but only one
main barrier. At 6 weeks and at 3 months, about
half of the participants described their physical
geography as a barrier that hindered them from
going out. Indeed, the region in which the participants lived (Göteborg region) is hilly and woody,
where walkers are often confronted with uphill and
wooded slopes.
In considering our results, it is important to keep
the subjective characteristic of environment in mind.
The same environmental factors may have different
effects in people with different types and severity of
impairments. Whether environmental factors are
facilitators or barriers and the extent to which they
are so depend on what people do in the context of the
environment in which they live.
As this study is the first to categorise facilitators
and barriers in the early post-stroke phase our
results can only be compared with facilitators and
barriers in a later phase. There are three studies in
the field of stroke that have identified environmental
facilitators and barriers. The most recent study
considered chronic stroke survivors in the United
States (Washington) [13]. Gray et al. [13] identified
facilitators and barriers with FABS. Their findings
are in accordance with our results. Assistive devices
(both for mobility and at home), relationships and
attitudes, and services and systems were perceived
as facilitators. The second study investigated elderly
Koreans (average age 71 years) with and without
stroke [28]. Here, Han et al. [28] identified
facilitators and barriers by applying CHIEF. They
found stroke to be a significant predictor for barriers
in services/assistance and policies, whereas our
results indicate the opposite. Those who had
suffered a more severe stroke (LH participants)
more often mentioned health services and policies,
and health professionals and transportation services
as facilitators. This difference might be a result of
the different health and welfare systems in the two
countries. The third study identified facilitators and
barriers in Canadian stroke survivors 6 months poststroke [6]. In this case, Rochette et al. [6] applied
the MQE. Their findings showed that the six
domains that are comparable with the five ICF
chapters we investigated were perceived as both
hindering and facilitating. Surprisingly, products
and technology were only one-fourth more facilitating than hindering, whereas products and technology in our study were mainly seen as facilitators with
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some individual exceptions. This difference may
depend on the different way the questions were
posed. The MQE asks in the domain of ‘aids,
devices and technology’ not only about their impact
but also about the services related to technology
access or maintenance. When our study participants
named products and technology as facilitating, they
focused on medicine, technical aids for mobility and
assistive devices for daily living and not on services.
It should be mentioned, however, that one-third of
the study participants had problems moving around
using equipment, as was shown in a corresponding
study of the same stroke survivors on impairments
and limitations (manuscript). Thus, the use of
assistive devices for mobility was sometimes problematic but still generally facilitating. The overall
positive statements about services, systems and
policies as facilitators in our study were not
confirmed by the findings of Rochette et al. [6].
Canadian stroke survivors perceived job and income
security, and governmental and public services
equally facilitating and hindering and equal opportunity and political orientation even more as hinders
than facilitators. These differences obviously reflect
the different policies and welfare systems in the two
countries.
Comparing our results with findings in the
literature is somewhat problematic, as the studies
named above applied different scales (frequency and
magnitude) to identify facilitators and barriers and
the results were presented with scores. It can thus
not be seen how many participants perceived the
different environmental factors as facilitating or
hindering, as can be seen in our study. On the other
hand, our study gives no information about the
extent to which a factor is a facilitator or barrier. The
fact, that overwhelmingly facilitators and only one
single barrier were identified by our study participants may seem amazing. A bias caused to social
desirability can be questioned. This bias may be
excluded for following reasons. First, the interviewer
was not a provider of the participants’ care. Second,
most of the interviews were conducted at home in a
‘neutral place’. Third, a common statement was:
‘. . . . . . despite the fact, that nowadays the health care
system is commonly known to function poorly, I can
absolutely not agree in my case. . . .’ Last but not
least, our study sample seems to be an exceedingly
positive group that does well, because their HRQoL
was almost one-fifth higher than the HRQoL
measured in other stroke study populations
[29–32]. It is not simply that the participants had a
relatively high HRQoL, it seems also that there might
be another explanatory variable for their HRQoL
than functional status, as both LH and EH participants had about the same HRQoL at 3 months,
despite the LH participants were more severely
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disabled. Other studies done in the early post-stroke
phase have shown similar results. Madden et al.
found only a poor association between HRQoL and
functional status in the early post-stroke phase [33],
and Rönning et al. showed that HRQoL was
independent of disability 6 months post-stroke
[34]. Considering the findings in the literature and
our results, we hypothesise that HRQoL in the early
post-stroke phase is not only related to functional
status but also to environmental facilitators. Further
research is needed.
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Conclusion
Twelve ICF categories (within the 37 environmental categories of the Stroke ICF Core Set) were
frequently named by the stroke survivors. Physical
geography was the only environmental factor that
was perceived as a great barrier. The environment
of stroke survivors in Sweden is seen mainly as a
facilitator in terms of the ICF chapters of social
and health services, systems and policies, products
and technology and support, relationships and
attitudes. Participants showed a slight tendency to
perceive facilitators as being less effective later in
the rehabilitation chain. There may be a potential
for optimising stroke care in this area. Furthermore, our results indicate that their might be an
association between environmental facilitators and
HRQoL in this early post-stroke phase. As our
study is the first to consider environmental factors
in the early post-stroke phase, there is a great need
to carry out further studies to consolidate and
compare findings. Further, comparisons of perceived facilitators and barriers in other countries
and cultures may be able to provide information
that can help to improve the quality of social and
health services.
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